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Roger Priddy’s Sticker Activity ABC is an interactive workbook with more than 100 stickers of
everyday things to help them learn their letters. Children will love learning the alphabet as the
find the stickers and match the outlines, answer the questions, and color the pictures in this fun
activity book!

Priddy Books are ..."visually delightful with an interactive element." - School Library
JournalAbout the AuthorRoger Priddy's passion for educating children through fun, informative
and engaging books has led him to create some of publishing's most enduring and successful
nonfiction early learning books. Bestselling titles include First 100 Words, Bright Baby Animals,
and Alphaprints: ABC. Roger lives in London and has three children, who have been the
inspiration behind many of his best publishing ideas.
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S. Harris, “Very nice sticker book!. Nice activity book. I like the price for less than $3, but I would
have been disappointed if I had spent more. It is a thin book. It has about 3 letters of the
alphabet on each page, so when pages 1 and 2 are facing you, there are the letters a-f, and
about 4 or 5 stickers to place for each letter. The book goes through the alphabet, then after the
A-Z sticker portion, goes through the alphabet again with about 1 or 2 things to color for each
letter with about 5 items to color on each page. The items to color are nicely detailed, but
because of the detail are difficult for a young one to color well. My little one just received this for
his 3rd birthday and he enjoys it. He will sit for about 1 to 15 minutes at a time which is a lot for
my very active guy. I can certainly see educational value in this as we review his letters,
however, he mostly enjoys simply matching the items to their appropriate shaded spots. I am
quite surprised at his ability to position stickers properly since he never seems to pay attention to
that sort of thing. So I like that this is teaching him to use care. I say this to encourage someone
to put this in front of your young child and give them a chance to surprise you! The stickers
seem flimsy, but are actually holding up nicely with only one small rip so far as we begin the 3rd
page, and he has done all the stickers himself. The stickers have the perfect amount of stick to
them which allows to be gently repositioned if needed, but will hold fast when pressed. I really
like that the stickers are of actual items, not an animated drawing and because of this can be
used as a nice reference book also. So overall, I am very happy with this book and would likely
purchase again for my daughter when she is ready. The only reason I am not giving 5 stars is for
lack of variety in sticker activity (once you get through the alphabet, the stickers are done), and
although it is educational and is very nice, I have seen other sticker activity books available with
more variety for around the same price at department stores. However, I do not think anyone
can ever go wrong with a Priddy book!”

Sarah Stirrat, “Great focus activity for 3 year old. My son is almost 3 and was able to focus on
doing the stickers in this book in two sessions. He wanted to do more the first time we took the
book out, but I didn’t want his attention to wander.Other reviewers accurately describe the book.
I just wanted to add that my son was very focused on the task and really enjoyed it. I think it’s a
clever way to use a different type of learning to emphasize letters (matching pictures to outlines
of the shapes). It was also good for him to match the lowercase letters. He knows his uppercase
letters but struggles with the lowercase.”

Edward, “Educational sticker book. Its a good book to get your toddler to sit and get busy with. It
was very difficult for us to get our 2 year old to just sit down for a couple of minutes instead of
running around the house but this did the job. She would pick a sticker and try to search through
the book to find where it should be placed. The pictures were mostly of real life images rather
than drawings which made it easier for her to identify them and relate to them. It is very



educational and helpful in teaching your child about the alphabet. It is organized in a way you
can easily go through each of the letters both for the sticker pages and the coloring pages.The
book has exactly 109 stickers composed of 26 small letter alphabet, numbers from 1-8 and 75
random pictures representing the letters of the alphabet. Its easy to remove the stickers once
they have been used (If just like me you'd like to fix it if your toddler was not able to stick it
properly). The only con I would say that I found with this book is that some of the stickers get
easily torn if our child tries to take it out on her own specially the big ones. If your done with the
sticker activity there is also 12 pages of coloring pages that your toddler could enjoy.”

Elizabeth, “Worked well for our purposes. Before I bought this for my niece, I read a review which
mentioned that quiche was in the book and it was a weird word for a kid. I thought that was a
funny detail and laughed when I saw it. I just called it a pizza because we aren't at the
recognizing letters stage. My sister independently called it a pizza too and it's still really funny in
my head thinking of a toddler knowing about quiche. She knows about cooking but not to that
extent.We mostly used this as a "say this object" book since she is learning to talk. It worked well
for that purpose. The stickers are hard for a toddler to remove so I did a few, but she lost interest
in that pretty fast. I noticed that they weren't that sticky, like others have said, but since she
wasn't that interested, it was fine. It probably makes them easier to remove anyway if they get on
a non-book object, which is very likely.”

Ashley D., “Inexpensive, great quality, and fun for any preschooler. My 2-year-old has loved this
book. Considering how frequently we've used it, it's one of those amazing Amazon deals that's
worth sharing with others. We've brought it as a "quiet" activity to church, an orchestra
performance, car rides, etc.I typically peel the stickers off for him (with zero difficulty), ask him
what letter he thinks the object begins with, then we flip through the pages together to find the
letter. I found the stickers to be plenty "sticky," versus other reviewers' experiences. I also noticed
one reviewer complained about the names of the objects — toucan instead of bird, for example. I
actually like that this book helps my son learn new words and exposes him to new things.We've
also enjoyed the coloring pages that make up the second part of the book. Being able to go back
and forth between sticker matching and coloring has been very useful. The fact that you do have
to search through the book for the sticker pages (and then flip back through to find the correct
page to place it on) is a slight downside. But since my son and I typically do this activity together,
it hasn't been a burden.I would definitely purchase this book again (to give as gifts) and am also
interested to try other equally inexpensive options by the same publisher.”

Bev, “Lovely sticker book. Bought for my grandson who is nearly 3. He knows all his letters and
just loves stickers so he loved this book. Also has pages for colouring which is good. Would
definitely buy others in the series. Very good value.”



B. P. Stainton, “Great Book. My 2 year old daughter loves these books. So much interest and she
loves the stickers. I Would definitely recommend.”

Jayesh, “Five Stars. really good for my 2.5 years girl”

CazG, “Four Stars. Nice amount of stickers and pictures. Just much smaller than I anticipated”

The book by Roger Priddy has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 1,970 people have provided feedback.
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